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aslanidiSystem
Mr. Grigorios Aslanidis with a consolidated 17 years of
experience in external system claddings, and having installed
over 280,000 square meters of ALUCOBOND System
Claddings on buildings in both Greece and Cyprus, we are
thoroughly equipped with the state of the art technology to
make a difference in ALUCOBOND business. We are also
versed in theatre interiors and system installations.

Our experience of 17th years and the 280.000m2 on the
externally line of buildings we learn the solutions adaptation of
Alucobond.

Thanks as we look forward to partnering with you.
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Externally line building is an addition on the body of the building purpose not appear
the body, also for sound-insulation, warm-insulation, fire safety and to be nice.
The necessity has evolution time to time and there are many other materials to
covering this necessity, instance : wall plaster, Alucobond, stone etc.

ALUCOBOND
Founded in 1912, Alcan Singen GmbH is one of the leading aluminium processing
companies in Germany. It is part of the international Alcan Group which has extensive
production facilities in more than 50 countries with various distribution centers located
around the world.
With its numerous product innovations and state-of-the-art production facilities, Alcan
Singen has been a pioneer in processing of aluminium for more than 90 years. Already
in 1969, the production of ALUCOBOND started on a commercial basis. By the turn
of the millennium, 70 million square meters of this light aluminium composite panel
had been sold world-wide. For more than 35 years, building owners and architects
have successfully chosen our versatile
ALUCOBOND as a construction material to turn their ideas into reality and to give
buildings and skylines the shape of the future.
ALUCOBOND is a composite pane consisting of two aluminium cover sheets and a
plastic or mineral filled core.


Comprehensive Service

The service teams at aslanidiSystem support architects and building owners right from
the planning stage. They provide comprehensive technical information and perfect
implementation of all ideas and plans. For every project, the proven strategy to
achieve a smooth completion lies in an early co-ordination between vision,
architectural plans and the many possibilities which our unique panels give to
fabricators and installers. Our product and application know-how is the fastest and
surest way to success, whether for new buildings, renovation works, interior or exterior
applications.


Just-in-time Fabrication Centers

During the past 17 years, qualified, independent fabricators and installers have become
firmly established, offering professional service to the building industry. They have
acquired deep knowledge in the processing of ALUCOBOND and their skilled
personnel and specialized processing equipment ensure that your project is completed
on time and within budget.
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Dreams about claddings

Whether your project is discreet or avant-garde, you can count on ALUCOBOND
make your dream facades come true. Part of the success of ALUCOBOND is due to
its durability and resistance against corrosion. ALUCOBOND adapts’ perfectly to the
buildings contours. It can easily be cut and shaped, without having to compromise on
the factory applied surface finish. Whether soft curves or straight lines rising into the
sky, ALUCOBOND will provide an economical design. The superb properties of this
material boost inspiration and offer a whole new range of innovative solutions to the
building industry. Whether your project is a private home, a public building, a
corporate headquarter or a trade or industrial complex, ALUCOBOND can give it a
distinguished look which will last forever.


Interior Design

ALUCOBOND also inspires new horizons in interior decoration, be it for galleries,
reception areas, passage ways, shops, airports, banks or trade fairs and exhibitions.
Through the use of exclusive colors and innovative shapes, this material offers
impressive decorative solutions for the creation of outstanding and unique interior
designs.


Renovation Work

Any building in need of renovation can easily be given a rejuvenating facelift by using
ALUCOBOND fast and economically. In addition to giving
the existing structure long-term protection against the elements, the new facade will
provide the old building with a fresh, new look. A carefully selected design solution
and color scheme will guarantee subtle integration into the existing environment.


Ozone Friendly

During the life cycle of ALUCOBOND composite panels, no substances containing
CFC are set free at any time. The core material does not contain any nitrogen, chlorine
or sculpture. Therefore, selecting ALUCOBOND for projects which require
environmental - friendly materials is literally a natural choice.
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Life Cycle
During decades of use in a rear-ventilated
cladding system, ALUCOBOND protects the
building from weathering and the harmful effects
caused by industrial and environmental pollution.
Advantages:
 Lower maintenance costs.
 Long-term preservation of the building
structure.
An
external
cladding
system
using
ALUCOBOND, acts as a barrier against solar
radiation. The ventilated space between the
ALUCOBOND and the wall or the thermal
insulation (in climates which require additional
insulation material) reduces the heat transmission.
Advantages:
 In winter: savings in heating cost.
 In summer: savings in air-conditioning
cost.
The rear-ventilated cladding system protects the
wall of the building from high and rapid
temperature fluctuations.
Advantages:
 Reduction of thermal
expansion/contraction.
 Reduction in crack formation.
Moisture can pass through the wall.
The building structure keeps dry.
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Welcome to the world of ALUCOBOND a world unlike that of other building
materials. Designers and architects are attracted by the extraordinary flatness of
ALUCOBOND. Turn the pages and take a look at what the design world is doing
today with this flat, formable, prefinished aluminium composite. Embark on a creative
journey with ALUCOBOND and start planning your very own stories of success in a
world of innovative solutions. Prefabricated panel elements ensure fast installation.
The light weight of ALUCOBOND cladding elements makes handling on site very
easy.


Image-building Design

Exteriors are more attractive and more durable when clad with ALUCOBOND Style,
elegant surfaces, exclusive corporate colors and outstanding construction details will
create long lasting impressions ALUCOBOND is the perfect material if your
organization wants to create a new image. ALUCOBOND is unbeatable when it comes
to color consistency, excellent formability, flatness, rigidity, weather resistance and
ease of maintenance. Whether a corporate office, a public building or a modern home,
a creative design using ALUCOBOND will make heads turn for many years to come.
You won’t find a better choice.
 Flowing Contours
Due to its composite structure, ALUCOBOND can take on many different shapes. It
is almost like a different skin wrapping the building structure. The panels can be bent,
folded or shaped to form complex, flowing elements using simple, conventional tools
and equipment. Its unique product features offer architects design options which are
limited only by their imagination. Smooth roof structures, curved roof edgings and
attics, balustrades around balconies, circular columns and arches can easily be
realized. Its perfect formability does not affect its stability and flatness. The high
rigidity of the panel remains. When compared with ALUCOBOND forming and
shaping of any other material to create the same structure of equal durability could
only be done at considerably higher cost. Special cladding systems developed by
ALCAN COMPOSITES offer attractive low-cost solutions. Curved elements or
column claddings are no problem for the fabricators. We say “even when
ALUCOBOND is curved, it is flat“ and it will remain flat for its entire life-span.
Whether you are planning a new building or to refurbish an existing one, colorful
surfaces and elegant details will give a building its own individual character. Using

ALUCOBOND will ensure that it will last.
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Variety of Colors

From a wide range of standard colors, customers can select both metallic and solid
colors. Custom colors are available on request.
The gloss for solid and for metallic colors is in the range of 30-40% according to
Gardner Scale, which is most suitable for architectural applications. For special effect
colors, the gloss is in the range of 70-80% according to Gardner Scale. Due to their
high gloss, panels coated in special effect colors need special care in the design and
during fabrication and installation.


Lacquering

ALUCOBOND surfaces are coated using exclusively high-quality lacquer systems
which have an optimum resistance against the effects of strong solar radiation,
weather and industrial pollution. These properties are achieved by using UV resistant
bonding agents. For standard finishes, Fluor polymer (e.g. PVDF or PVF2) top coats
are used. The coating systems combine good formability and excellent surface
durability.

Alcan Singen GmbH apply all lacquer- based surface finishes in their own plant
to the aluminium coil, prior to lamination into a composite panel. They use a
continuous coil coating line which is based on the latest technology. The
multiple layers of the coating are individually baked at temperatures of between
200-260°C.
The composite structure of ALUCOBOND aluminium cover sheets and a plastic or
mineral filled core - results in an impressive strength-to- weight ratio, even when
comparing large panel sizes. Despite its low weight, which makes ALUCOBOND easy
to transport and handle in the factory and on site, its rigidity and high strength make it
the most suitable material for exterior wall cladding. When properly designed and
installed, ALUCOBOND panels will keep their shape and remain flat for life, even
when exposed to extreme temperature changes.
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Comparison of thickness and weight of panels with equal rigidity

( Wind load and permissible panel sizes )
( Permissible stress = 53 N/mm2 )

ALUCOBOND is a composite panel consisting of two aluminium cover sheets of
Peraluman alloy - 100 (AlMg1), EN AW - 5005 A according to EN 485-2 and a plastic
or high mineral filled core.
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Rear ventilated ALUCOBOND cladding considerably improves sound insulation. For
example, the sound insulation of a light-weight concrete wall is double when clad with
ALUCOBOND. The loss factor (a measure for the acoustic sound-damping behavior)
of ALUCOBOND is approx. 6 times better than that of solid aluminium sheets.
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Cutting

ALUCOBOND can be cut with a vertical panel saw, circular or jig saw.
Conditions for cutting with a circular saw:
 Cutting tools/carbide tipped, blade geometry :
 Thickness of cutting teeth approx. 2-4 mm.
 Tapered from outside to inside to prevent jamming.
 Tooth geometry: Trapeze tooth/flat tooth.
 Pitch t: 10-12 mm.
 Clearance angle : 15°.
 Rake angle : 10° (positive)
 Max. cutting speed v: 5000 m/min.
 Max. feed s: 30 m/min.

Drilling

ALUCOBOND can be drilled with twist drills normally used for aluminium and
plastics on machines common for metals.
Drill material:
 High-speed steel (HSS)
We recommend metal drills with centre-point.
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Contour cutting

ALUCOBOND can be cut to shape using CNC machining centers, water jet cutting
machines, copy routers and jig saws.

Shearing

Shearing can be done with a guillotine. To prevent surface damage, use protective pads
between down-holders and ALUCOBOND surface and adjust to minimum down
holding pressure. Use carpet protection on feeder table. Do not use ball supports as
they damage the ALUCOBOND surface. Shearing will cause a slight deflection of the
cut edge on the impact side.

Punching

ALUCOBOND can be punched using conventional sheet metal punching machines or
manual notches. For clean cuts use sharp tools and dies with minimal cutting
clearance. Punching will cause a slight deflection of the cut edge on the impact side.

Roll bending

ALUCOBOND can be bent using a roll bending machine (pyramid or pinch rollers).
To protect the surface finish of ALUCOBOND during bending use only polished
rollers free of dents and other defects.
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Aluminium Special Sections and Fittings
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PHOTO COMPLETION PROCECT
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Alpha Bank Limassol
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Alpha Bank Limassol
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PORSCHE Nicosia
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PORSCHE Nicosia

SIROCCO Larnaka
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AGORA Larnaka

LAND-ROVER Nicosia
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CAFÉ – BAR MYTHOS Paralimni
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ΜΑΧΙΜΟΣ Nicosia
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PEUGEOT Nicosia

aslanidiSystem is the only one company that offert 3 years guarantee for any
promblem will be create beacause of the external line with ALUCOBOND.
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